Continual improvements have been made to accessing Narita International Airport, and now Keisei Electric Railway is addressing access from the airport to central Tokyo. Starting October 26, 2019, there is approximately 40% more charged limited express “Keisei Skyliner” operating which connect the airport and central Tokyo with the fastest travel time of 36 minutes (*1) (from 59 departures/day to 82 departures/day), achieving operation at about 20-minute intervals throughout the day. This enables smooth access at any time to the airport without waiting.

Furthermore, in conjunction with the extension of Narita Airport's operating hours, access during late-night hours has been expanded, including the extension of the departure time of the last “Keisei Skyliner” accessing central Tokyo to 23:20, 50 minutes later than before. This is being implemented along with the extension of the bus service departing from the airport.

In addition, the amenities and facilities inside the airport have been further enhanced, including the installation in all terminals of “infotouch” digital signage, which provides information about flights, facilities inside the airport, transportation access, and other details on an interactive basis in nine languages.

The total number of regular service arrivals and departures during the initial period of the summer 2019 flight schedule for Narita Airport was updated to 4,943 per week, the highest since the opening of the airport, with the average per day exceeding 700 for the first time. We highly encourage you to use Narita International Airport, the “Gateway to Japan,” with access growing increasingly convenient as the opening of the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2020 approaches.

(*1) Fastest time by Keisei Skyliner between Narita Airport Terminal 2・3 Station and Nippori Station.

Access to Narita Airport:

About the Keisei Skyliner:

The Skyliner gets more convenient! As of 2019.10.26 SAT.

Skyliner 40% Increase in Departures
Operates At About 20-min. Intervals All Day
Fastest Time Between Central Tokyo and Narita Airport: 36 Min.***

Buy anytime, anywhere using the Skyliner Ticketless Service!

Now You Can Travel Anytime Without Waiting!
Operating Times Expanded
Travel Early Morning or Late Night!